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ABSTRACT The strict development processes of commercial upper-limb prostheses and the complexity
of research projects required for their development makes them expensive for end users, both in terms
of acquisition and maintenance. Moreover, many of them possess complex ways to operate and interact
with the subjects, influencing patients to not favor these devices and shed them from their activities of
daily living. The advent of 3D printers allows for distributed open-source research projects that follow new
design principles; these consider simplicity without neglecting performance in terms of grasping capabilities,
power consumption and controllability. In this work, a simple, yet functional design based on 3D printing
is proposed, with the aim to reduce costs and manufacturing time. The operation process consists in
interpreting the user intent with electromyography electrodes, while providing visual feedback through a
µLCD screen. Its modular, parametric and self-contained design is intended to aid people with different
transradial amputation levels, despite of the socket’s constitution. This approach allows for easy updates of
the system and demands a low cognitive effort from the user, satisfying a trade-off between functionality
and low cost. It also grants an easy customization of the amount and selection of available actions, as well
as the sensors used for gathering the user intent, permitting alterations to fit the patients’ unique needs.
Furthermore, experimental results showed an apt mechanical performance when interacting with everyday
life objects, in addition to a highly accurate and responsive controller; this also applies for the user-prosthesis
interface.
INDEX TERMS Prosthetic hand, three-dimensional printing, electromyography, user-prosthesis interface.
I. INTRODUCTION

The last World Report on disabilities shows that there are at
least 30 million people with amputations residing in developing countries and most of them do not have possibilities
to acquire prosthetic care, neither can they afford leading
commercial assistive technology with pricing around $1000,
such as upper-limb prosthetic devices [1]–[4]. Additionally,
the acquisition of these assistive devices is problematic in
these countries, since availability is not guaranteed [2], [3].
Meanwhile, several research laboratories focus on improving
dexterity and biomimetics of prosthetic hands, as well as
implementing expensive and intrusive ways to gather the
user intent [5]–[9], while, sometimes, neglecting other vital
aspects of the prosthetic device, like aesthetics, controllability
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney.
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and the user interface, the lack of which can influence patients
to stop using them [10]. This phenomenon also occurs with
commercial prostheses, because they require long periods
of training and adaptation to aptly interact with the userprosthesis interface (UPI), which is, commonly, powered by
myoelectric controllers [11]; this can be corrected by implementing an amiable and intuitive alternative.
Because of the limitations of conventional body-powered
prostheses, like steel hooks, and the elevated cost, weight
and difficulties to repair commercial myoelectric prosthetic
devices [12]–[14], many open-source projects based on 3D
printing technologies have been released [14]–[17], whose
target is a lightweight and affordable upper-limb prosthetic device. This encourages its widespread distribution
through global networks by reducing manufacturing
costs. That is why the implementation of said technology in assistive devices has been increasing; improving
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design, digital signal processing methods employed, as well
as the user-prosthesis interface elaborated are described in
Sections IV and V, respectively. Additionally, experimental
results about the functionality of the system, the strategy of
control and the implemented UPI are presented in Section VI.
Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. STATE OF THE ART

FIGURE 1. The Galileo Hand installed on a probing handle.

availability, pricing and can also offer an extended set of
grasps [14]–[16], [18].
The Galileo Hand, shown in Fig. 1, is an affordable, 3Dprinted, open-source, anthropomorphic and underactuated
myoelectric upper-limb prosthesis for transradial amputees,
designed to be easily built and repaired. Its UPI offers a userfriendly alternative to traditional methods. This is achieved
by utilizing a reduced muscle contractions subset to gather
the user intent, since the bio-potentials of the limb-impaired
population differ between themselves and the ones from
the healthy subjects, because some of their musculature is
uniquely atrophied. In addition to that, it only requires materials that are readily available in developing countries for its
construction [17]. Furthermore, the design is intended to be
easily integrated on sockets provided by social security entities in underdeveloped countries. This way, both the cost and
the manufacturing time are lessened. Moreover, its parametric
and modular design allows for an easy modification of the
size of the fingers and the palm, with the aim of increasing the
range of target users. Furthermore, its six intrinsic actuators
and the self-contained embedded controller inside the palm,
provide fitting versatility to subjects with different necessities [9], [19].
In order to replicate the six movements of the human thumb
(abduction-adduction, flexion-extension and oppositiondeposition) [20], [21], a design implementing two actuators
has been elaborated. This permits to achieve more customized actions, such as individual finger motions, timebased sequential actions and most common types of grasping
based on the Cutkosky grasp taxonomy [22]. Another relevant
aspect is that the proposed prosthetic hand weighs under 350g
and requires less than $350 to be built.
The rest of this work is structured as follows: Section II
elaborates on the state of the art of open-source upper-limb
prostheses, as well as their UPIs. Methods involved in the
design of the anthropomorphic and under-actuated prosthetic
hand are described in Section III. Details about the electrical
81366

Traditionally, to analyze the user intent and to activate a
specific activation profile, different techniques based on the
pre-processing of electromyography (EMG) signals have
been the focus of upper-limb prosthesis control research.
Nowadays, typical commercial hands are operated by features
of a predefined subset of muscle contractions according to a
state machine model. Meanwhile, most research prosthetic
hands are based on pattern recognition with a multimodal
(or hybrid) approach. This method consists in combining the
EMG features with information gathered from other sensor
types to address some issues that arise while utilizing EMG,
such as electrode positioning, fatigue, inherent crosstalk in
the surface signal, displacement of the muscles and the limb
position effect [10], [11], [23]. Some multimodal works have
shown an increase in the classification accuracy by employing EMG in tandem with an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
or combining it with mechanomyography (MMG) techniques
with successful results, like gathering the features with microphones (mMMG) or accelerometers (aMMG) [24], [25].
Besides, other projects have implemented Optical Fiber Force
Myography (FMG) as an affordable and more accurate alternative to the usual non-hybrid versions [26], [27]. In addition
to that, ultrasound imaging has also been used to interpret the
user’s intention; this is called sonomyography (SMG). This
method detects the morphological changes of the muscles in
the forearm during the performance of different actions and
relates them to the wrist’s generalized coordinates [28], [29].
On the other hand, these multimodal systems were
also introduced to improve the user control of prosthetic
devices. Implementing an EMG-Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) hybrid and using RFID tags on specific objects
to reduce the cognitive effort to operate a prosthesis has been
proposed in [30]. Similarly, other works have experimented
with combining EMG systems with voice-control and visual
feedback, allowing the users to decide between different
modalities to control their prosthetic device [17].
Other approaches utilizing Brain-Machine Interfaces
(BMIs) as a means to control upper-limb prostheses have
also been proposed. They are based on high-density electrocorticography (ECoG), permitting the user to control each
individual finger in a natural way. The main problems with
this methodology are its invasiveness and price, because it
requires an implant consisting of an ECoG array in the brain
and a targeted muscle re-innervation (TMR) on a specific
set of muscles, which results in challenging procedures for
the amputees [7]. Other studies implemented a combination
of BMI with other technologies, like voice recognition, eye
tracking and computer vision techniques. Nevertheless, they
VOLUME 8, 2020
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required high levels of concentration and training, entailing a
massive cognitive effort from the user [31], [32].
Computer vision approaches, like the one-shot learning method, implemented to generate specific grasps for
unknown objects, have also been employed to control prosthetic devices. This methodology ‘‘generalizes a single kinesthetically demonstrated grasp to generate many grasps of
other objects of different and unfamiliar shapes‘‘ [33].
Additionally, another hybrid control using an augmented
reality (AR) headset with an integrated stereo-camera pair
was used to activate a prosthetic device via the detection
of specific muscle activity. This system is able to provide
a suggestion regarding the grasp to be actioned via stereovision methods, while the users adjust the gesture selection
using the AR feedback. This results in a low effort control
and better accuracy [34].
Finally, to increase the functionality of multi-grasping
upper-limb prostheses, some studies developed hybrid deeplearning artificial vision systems combined with EMG.
Aiming to improve the way that the system interprets the user
intent, it associates a subset of objects to a specific kind of
grasp based on their geometric properties. The classification
task is completed through an object classifier implemented
with a convolutional neural network (CNN) [35]–[37].
Meanwhile, regarding the hardware implemented by the
diverse commercial and research prostheses, their design may
differ in terms of the fingers’ structure, actuation method,
weight, price, compliance and materials used. Taking into
account the last mentioned aspect, one can classify them
into 3D printed prostheses and the ones that are constructed
utilizing a different material. The main advantage of non3D-printed designs is the robustness its composition may
provide, even if it results in increasing their cost and weight.
Delving into some of these versions, there are several different approaches to reduce the increased price and mass;
some of them sacrifice functionality and mobility, such as the
SensorHand and the Michelangelo prosthetics. In contrast,
other iterations favor functionality over aforesaid aspects,
like the BeBionic, which achieves a much lower cost than
some of its counterparts (an aproximate of $11000), but has
a weight above the mean of the human hand’s, increasing
the fatigue factor [38], [39]. While robustness is a relevant
aspect, several 3D-printed prostheses trade some of it off for
a more affordable alternative, some ranging in prices around
the order of hundreds of dollars. Three-dimensional printing
balances affordability and robustness in comparison to other
cheaper methods like injection moulding. Additionally, this
methodology also permits to customize the design in an easy
manner, without altering the manufacturing line process [4].
Furthermore, a classification according to the degrees of
actuation (DOA) and freedom (DOF) has been proposed.
They can be differentiated in non-tendon-driven and tendondriven mechanisms. Moreover, the latter can be categorized based on the actuation method (active or passive) and
depending on the DOA and DOF ratio. These characteristics influence directly in the price range and functionality
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 2. Mechanical design of the Galileo Hand.

of the devices, permitting or not certain biomimetic
motions [40].
According to what was enunciated previously, a design that
can be replicated using rapid prototyping tools was selected.
Thus, the prosthetic hand can be built with different materials,
such as Nylon, ABS and PLA polymers, providing a robust
and affordable option. Its fingers are assembled via surgical
grade elastics and motor-powered waxed strings, providing
an under-tendon-actuated system. To operate the device, multimodal approaches can be used due to the flexibility of the
controller; however, to gather the user intent, medical grade
sEMG electrodes are employed.
III. MECHANICAL DESIGN

The merit of intrinsic actuation pattern (IAP) prosthetic hands
is to provide more flexibility for people with different levels
of amputation [19], so the project can benefit more users.
Since it is essential that the patient’s stump plus the prosthesis’s span equal the length of the preserved limb so that
amputees feel comfortable using it, the prosthesis’s size is a
relevant aspect. In this way, the placement of the actuators and
electronics inside the palm helps achieve symmetry between
both arms, regardless of the amputation level, because the
prosthesis does not take up space within the socket, which
allows for a reduction in length when necessary [19]. Nevertheless, creating an intrinsic design, illustrated in Fig. 2, will
increase the mass of the prosthetic hand, which needs to be
less than a biological hand’s (around 500g), since it will be
attached to the softer tissue of the amputated limb instead of
being directly attached to the human skeleton, which means
that it is perceived heavier by the end user [15].
The prosthesis’s proposed design is underactuated with the
aim to simplify the manufacturing and assembling processes,
as well as to assimilate the human hand’s movements and
reduce costs. In addition to that, adaptive grasping can be
achieved with such actuation system, as explained in [41],
[42], which consists in interacting with objects during activities of the daily living (ADLs). The main modules in the
prosthesis are the palm, the thumb rotation mechanism, and
the fingers, which vary only in the length of each phalanx.
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FIGURE 4. Thumb mechanism side view, beveloid gear pair.

FIGURE 3. Top view of the modular palm sections. (1) The main PCB
board controller. (2) Motors driving the index, middle, ring and little
fingers. (3) Actuator in charge of the rotation of the thumb.

A. PALM DESIGN AND MECHANISMS

The design requirements were set up with help of two
male volunteers suffering from unilateral, transradial amputation and taking into account the results from the reported
users’ needs in [10]. The mechanism consists in Micro-metal
brushed DC gearmotors (250:1) with an output torque of
around 0.42 Nm, which perform the flexion/extension movements of the five fingers through an under-tendon-actuated
system. The palm has three different sections with individual
covers, one for the motors powering all digits but the thumb;
another for the actuator that enables the thumb rotation; and
the last one for the rest of the components; this is shown
in Fig. 3. Such a design allows for easy maintenance without
disassembling the whole artificial hand.
B. THUMB MOVEMENT CHARACTERISTICS

The thumb has been designed with two DOAs in order
to recreate the six movements that humans can perform,
as described in [20]. One actuator is located inside the
thumb metacarpal phalanx and it is responsible of flexion and
extension of the proximal and distal phalanges. The second
one, located in the metacarpophalangeal joint of the thumb,
is responsible for its abduction and adduction, which is monitored by the reading of a quadrature encoder. This joint is built
by a bevel and a helical gear working together to transmit
the torque from the actuator with a ratio of 8:11, creating a
beveloid gear pair [43], as shown in Fig. 4. Rotating the thumb
around an axis shifted 15◦ from the palm plane increases the
abducted position of the thumb. This way, the rotation axis
is shifted without the need to incline the motor, allowing it to
perform a larger prismatic grasp [22], while, at the same time,
saving space inside the palm and making it easier to print.
C. FINGER DESIGN

The remaining fingers consist of three phalanges and three
joints, distal and proximal interphalangeal (DIP, PIP) and
the metacarpophalangeal (MCP), as shown in Fig. 5. This
configuration is meant to mimic the biomechanics of the
human hand, resulting in a 15 DOF prosthetic device.
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FIGURE 5. Mechanical design for the fingers, where r is the pulley’s
radius and θ represents the position of the motor.

Additionally, each of their components can be easily reprinted
and reassembled using common 3D printing polymers. Moreover, the phalanges were designed to withstand the stress
created by the actuators during ADLs. Plus, each finger’s
outer shell is coupled to their respective phalanx to not only
provide a more aesthetic design, but also, offer better grip
capabilities if implemented with thermo-flexible materials.
Furthermore, the parametric design of the phalanges allows
to modify its length,1 allowing a wider range of patients to
utilize the prosthetic device. With the purpose of creating a
more versatile design, fingers can be implemented in both
right or left hand prostheses. Moreover, each phalanx and its
respective shell are enumerated to simplify the assembly and
repairing processes.
The prosthetic device consists in six DOAs, one permitting
the thumb’s rotation and the other five allow the flexion and
extension movements of each finger. These last actions are
completed by actuating waxed nylon cords, working as the
active tendons; and round surgical elastic cords, as the passive
ones. The first, goes through the duct inside the volar face of
1 The minimal length of the proximal and middle phalanges is 22 mm; and
20 mm for the distal phalanx, because of the finger-palm ratio restrictions
and the PCB size limit.
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FIGURE 6. System architecture’s block diagram illustrating how the components for each module interact with each other.

the finger; and the second one, through the one on the dorsal
side, as shown in the blue areas in Fig. 5.
1) UNDER-TENDON-DRIVEN MACHINE

Since each active tendon is driven by a geared DC motor,
a positive, active tensile force, fta , is generated. In contrast, the passive tendon’s force, fte , depends uniquely on the
deflection of the joints and, to prevent them from loosening,
an initial expansion must be considered [40].
Letting L be the number of tendons, N the amount of
joints and ft = [ fta fte ]T the resulting tensile force vector,
a relationship between ft ∈ RL and the joint torque vector
τ ∈ RN is given by the equation enounced underneath.
τ=


−JTj ft

(1)

T

where Jj = Jja Jje
is the Jacobian matrix for the active
and passive tendons and, considering r are the radii of the
pulleys on each joint, the matrix is given by the following
expression.


r
r
r
Jj =
(2)
−r −r −r
Alternatively, the tensile force vector for the system can
also be defined with the following equation.
 +
τ
(3)
ft = fb − JTj
 +
where fb ∈ RL is a bias tension force vector and JTj
is the
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the matrix Jj transposed.
Since fb does not directly affect the joint torque vector, τ ,
one can define its expression as follows [40].
h
i
fb = Aξ , A = IL − (JTj )+ JTj
(4)
where ξ is a compatible dimensional vector with the matrix
A and IL is the identity matrix of size L.
Therefore, since an initial expansion of the passive tendon
is considered for each finger, it is evident that fb > 0,
resulting in a tendon-driven machine and, in addition to that,
since rank(Jj ) = 1 < N , the system is, additionally, defined
as an under-tendon-driven mechanism. With this information,
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 7. Control board PCB based on ARM Cortex-M4.

one can deduce that the system’s dynamic with the following
equations:


1
Mq̈ +
Ṁ + S + B0 q̇ + Gg q = τ
(5)
2
τm = Jm θ̈ + fta rp
(6)
where M and B0 are the inertia and damping matrices of
the finger, accordingly, S is a skew-symmetric matrix and
Gg is the gravity load matrix. Additionally, Jm and b are the
gearhead’s moment of inertia and friction coefficient, correspondingly; τm , the torque exerted by the motor gearhead’s
shaft; and rp , the radius of the pulley mounted on it [40].
IV. ELECTRICAL DESIGN

A versatile myoelectric controller is implemented with a
low cost and high performance microcontroller unit (MCU)
based on the ARM Cortex-M4 architecture on a custom
control board (shown in Fig. 7). The SIMD extensions of
its instruction set provide it signal processing capabilities
and separate stack pointers, which result ideal for realtime applications through the use of Real-Time Operating
Systems (RTOS) [44]. In this manner, the MCU can run
multiple processes concurrently, allowing scalability, modularity and reliability to the system. Thus, it can easily
adapt to different control strategies, as well as different
UPIs, providing multiple ways to interpret the user intent
through the use of one or more types of transducers, such
as in [17], [18], [26], [27], [37].
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FIGURE 8. Simplified circuit of the sEMG signal conditioning stage,
a low-pass active filter.

On the other hand, since sEMG is still one of the most
reliable methods to activate the functionalities of prosthetic
devices (despite of its well-known issues) and, taking into
account that it is relatively easy to build or acquire an affordable version of this kind of sensor, three custom PCB boards
were designed, the control board and two signal conditioning
ones, in order to achieve a self-contained embedded controller
that provides fitting versatility to subjects with different
amputation degrees. The block diagram proposed, illustrated
in Fig. 6, shows the system architecture of the self-contained
embedded controller that fits inside the palm of the prosthesis.
However, affordable commercial sensors such as the MyoWare Muscle Sensors (analog interface) or Thalmic Labs’
Myo armband (Bluetooth Low Energy) can be easily adapted
to the system.
A. sEMG Control Design

A simple on-off sEMG controller based on time-domain features that triggers transitions of a Finite-State Machine (FSM)
(in Section V) was designed in order to implement an intuitive
user-friendly interface, allowing to achieve more customized
hand actions without requiring long periods of training from
the user [18].
1) sEMG SIGNAL ACQUISITION
AND CONDITIONING

In order to save costs, two affordable, bipolar channels,
implemented with nickel-plated copper rivets as surface
mounted electrodes, are placed on the palmaris longus and the
extensor digitorum muscles (for unilateral below-elbow disarticulations) [16], [17]. Since the biopotentials acquired are
about ±25 µV to ±10 mV , ranging in a bandwidth between
30 Hz to 2 kHz, a signal conditioning stage was implemented.
It consists in a single-supply operation, based on the TI
INA326 high-performance rail-to-rail precision instrumentation amplifier and a TI OPA335 working together under
a first-order, low-pass, active filter configuration, as shown
in Fig. 8. In order to collect useful sEMG data from the
patient’s stump and sense the biopotentials of muscular fibers
during different actions, an output signal span in the range of
0 V to 3.3 V and a bandwidth between 0 Hz to 500 Hz was
considered [18], [45], [46].
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FIGURE 9. Magnitude and phase responses of the IIR band-pass filter,
in blue and orange, respectively.

2) sEMG SIGNAL PROCESSING

The digital signal processing (DSP) involved in the sEMG
controller is implemented on a custom, main PCB board
based on the Teensy 3.2 development board (PJRC), using
NXP’s ARM Cortex-M4 Kinetis K20 microcontroller. There,
two channels of sEMG signals are collected using the on-chip
ADC with 1 kHz of sample rate. Then, they are filtered in
order to eliminate the interference caused by the mains power
line’s AC frequency, using an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR)
Elliptic Band-Pass Filter of order 20 with a pass-band from
100 Hz to 480 Hz and quantized for single precision. The
filter was implemented using the transposed direct form II
biquadratic IIR filter structure from the CMSIS-DSP API
for ARM Cortex-M MCUs [47], [48]. Frequency and phase
response, as well as the Pole/Zero plot of the IIR filter are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
3) sEMG ON-OFF TIMING DETECTION

A single-threshold method is used to detect the ‘‘on’’ and
‘‘off’’ timing of each muscle. Then, sEMG data collected
from each channel, k, in a time window of 50 ms, is operated
according to Eq. 7, so the mean absolute value µk is determined. Later, it is compared to a predefined threshold, αk ,
which varies between users and depends on the mean power
of the background noise of each channel [49], [50].
As shown in Eq. 8, if this threshold is exceeded, a contraction qk is detected and a transition in the UPI’s FSM (Fig. 12)
is triggered [17], [51].
µk =

N
1 X
|xk,n |
N

(7)

n=1

where xk,n is the sample n from the channel k, and N is the
size of the collected window.
(
1, µk ≥ αk
qk =
(8)
0, µk < αk
B. MOTOR CONTROL DESIGN

Three H-bridge drivers, TI DRV8833, were selected to drive
each of the six brushed DC motors actuating the fingers. This
selection was based on their pin requirements and through
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FIGURE 12. FSM illustrating the behavior of the interface using a
multimodal approach with buttons and sEMG sensors.

FIGURE 10. Pole-Zero plot showing the stability of the IIR elliptic
band-pass filter.

FIGURE 11. FSM demonstrating the opening/closing behaviour of each
finger on the prosthesis.

complementary PWM, they provide active braking, speed
and direction control. This way, the prosthesis is able to perform predefined gestures through a PI controller to rotate the
thumb and a hybrid on-off control system (shown in Fig. 11),
to limit the finger’s tensile force.
This last one was designed taking into account that the
gearhead on the motor introduces backlash and friction to the
system, but, because of the power transmitted by the gearbox,
each finger acts similarly to a non-backdrivable system. That
is why the on-off controller was implemented to achieve the
flexion/extension movements with the necessary force to hold
different objects, which is the same as fta . Considering the
equation (1) and the system (5)-(6), one can limit it according to the following expressions in a simplified model, i.e.
by considering the current demanded by the motor, ia , and
the nominal torque at the gearhead, τm .
fta =

Gkt ia − Jm θ̈
rp

(9)

where G is the gearbox’s ratio and kt is the motor’s torque
constant.
VOLUME 8, 2020

With this information, the threshold th for each finger was
determined experimentally. Thus, the high-level controller
(in Fig. 11) results in the following: the system starts with the
finger fully extended (in an ‘‘open’’ position), modelled by
the state S0 . The transition to S1 happens when the command
to move the finger, c, is received, activating the motor and
causing the finger to flex. During this process, the RMS value
of the current is monitored by the MCU and it is used to obtain
the force equivalent to limit it to th; if it is exceeded, then
the switch to S2 happens. The exact value of the threshold
may be different for each individual finger, as each one has
different size and, therefore, different mechanical characteristics, so this procedure was carried out experimentally.
At this point, the finger is considered to have reached its
final position and will start to reopen if another command, o,
is issued by the user, as shown by the transition from S2 to S3 .
The transition to S0 is time-based and te is about 1.5 times
less than the time taken to finish said action (the time spent in
S1 ). This discrepancy arises, because of the elastic installed
on each member of the prosthetic limb, since the material
opposes itself to the coiling process, but favors the uncoiling
one. Furthermore, te was measured experimentally (as shown
in Fig. 16) and represents the time it takes to fully extend each
finger. It is relevant to note that the closing/opening processes
may be interrupted and reversed if the appropriate commands
are received.
V. USER-PROSTHESIS INTERFACE

To select a UPI for the prosthesis, both interfaces used for
previous versions of the Galileo Hand were evaluated to
determine which one provided a better user experience. Since
both of them were implemented with the same hardware
(shown in Fig. 1), the tests run did not possess any bias
involving price ranges or physical characteristics, like general
aesthetics, weight, amount of DOF and DOA, as well as
the sensor used to detect the user intent. For the sake of
these trials, the signal capture system selected was the Myo
armband (because of its comfort and easy installation on
the volunteers), which was placed on each of the subjects’
81371
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forearms (on the same arm as the Galileo Hand to create
a natural operation mode), where the stump for transradial
amputees is located. Also, a limited contractions subset was
aimed for to interact with the prosthesis, since some of the
gestures can not be performed by the limb-impaired, while,
at the same time, providing a decent amount of actions at their
disposal.
A. INTERFACES CONSIDERED

Hereunder, the different UPIs taken into account are elaborated on.
1) sEMG PATTERN RECOGNITION

The first interface, based on [17], but employing the Myo’s
pattern recognition methods, one of the more traditional
research alternatives [11], consists in a simplistic system that
maps each of the predefined ‘‘Myo poses’’ to a gesture to be
executed. The mapping was carried out as follows: ‘‘wave
in’’ (flexing the hand) to a pointing position; ‘‘wave out’’
(hand extension) to carry out a lateral grasp; ‘‘double tap’’
(two swift, consecutive contractions) to a hooking stance;
while ‘‘fist’’ and ‘‘fingers spread’’ to closing and opening
all fingers, respectively. The gestures selected were the ones
considered to be the most useful in the ADLs.
2) MULTIMODAL APPROACH USING BUTTONS AND
MYO INTERFACE

The functionality for this version, similar to the work presented in [18], is illustrated in the FSM in Fig. 12. The
muscle contractions subset, Q = {q0 , q1 }, corresponding
to the hand extension and flexion movements, respectively,
and the buttons set, B = {b0 , b1 }, are used to operate the
prosthesis. Using b0 and b1 alters the position forwards or
backwards in the menu displayed on a µLCD screen (as
shown in Fig. 13), accordingly. These changes take place in
the state S1 , indicating that an alteration in the screen’s state is
occurring. Such changes are blocked to the user the moment
an action is active, because the timing for operating the
motors differs between actions, so, if an action were changed
while another is active, this could lead to wrong finger
positioning.
On the other hand, S0 indicates that the prosthesis is resting
in its default state, the fingers on the prosthesis are fully
extended; while S3 , that the fingers are flexed according to
the selected action. Moreover, S2 and S4 indicate that the
prosthetic hand is currently closing or opening, respectively,
processes that can be interrupted by each other if a correct
command is received. Additionally, to activate an action,
q0 needs to be received; however, if q1 is detected, the gesture
deactivation process begins.
Other relevant elements in the FSM representing the interface’s behavior are the flags fl and tr . The first one informs
that all the fingers have reached their desired position when
performing an action, while the second represents that the
time required to fully open the hand has passed.
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FIGURE 13. Graphical menu on the screen mounted on the prosthetic
device (left) and the Galileo Hand performing a power grip on a ball
(right).

B. NASA TASK LOAD INDEX EVALUATION

To effectively determine how amiable the interfaces are,
a NASA Task Load Index (TLX) test was carried out, not
unlike [52], and compared the results to each other.
This scale quantifies the effectiveness and performance of
the workload to operate the device, taking the following categories into account: mental, physical and temporal demands,
performance, effort needed to interact with the prosthesis and
the frustration its utilization evokes.
The selection of this scale to valuate the interfaces
was based on requiring a user testing, post-task evaluation
method, since post-test assessment techniques (like SUS),
do not permit to rate each part of the interfaces separately.
Plus, methods like SEQ are not as thorough as the one implemented, since not many categories are considered during
experimentation, providing a more binary result. Additionally, the test chosen has numerous research and industry
benchmarks to interpret the scores in context, which can be
helpful for future works.
The trials were carried out according the Ethical Committee recommendations (CAAE 58592916.9.1001.5404) and
were passed to 10 volunteers, who were asked to rate each
category in a scale from 1 to 20. The volunteers consisted
in 8 male and 2 female subjects between the ages of 22 and
35, without any physical impairment. The evaluation and
comparison processes were carried out for the two UPIs
previously mentioned to notice the strengths and weaknesses
of each iteration and find the superior one.
The test consisted in performing different actions with
the Galileo Hand to interact with their environment and try
some of the expressions at their disposal. The evaluation
consisted in executing the following gestures: ‘‘Close’’ (flexing all fingers), ‘‘Peace’’ (only the index and middle finger
remain extended), ‘‘Rock’’ (all fingers are closed, but the
index and the little finger) and ‘‘Three’’ (the index, middle
and annular fingers are the only ones in an open position).
Later, the volunteers were asked to hold a wallet, a bottle
and to press a specific key in a computer keyboard (similar
to the actions illustrated in Fig. 14). The tasks were repeated
thrice for the subjects to properly adapt to the operation
mode.
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FIGURE 15. Load testing results for a driven middle finger, where it was
brought to its breaking point to determine the maximum weight it can
hold.

FIGURE 14. Galileo Bionic Hand performing different grasps helpful for
ADLs. (1) Precision (2) Hook (3) Lateral (4) Power.

VI. RESULTS

Since the prosthesis has to be able to enclose the control
board, together with the µLCD and the DC motors, the minimization of the palm is restricted. Considering this, its minimal size is 98 mm × 69.6 mm × 25 mm. In a similar sense,
to avoid a disproportional hand, the fingers’ length was also
limited, 22 mm for the middle and proximal phalanges; and
20 mm for the distal ones. Moreover, the total weight of
the prosthetic hand lingers under 350g, excluding the socket
and the alternative chosen for powering it up, which does
not have to be placed on the patient’s stump. This fulfills
the requirement of not being too heavy for the user to feel
uncomfortable, when installing the assistive device on soft
tissue.
Furthermore, other relevant aspects to mention are the
reaction times and general capacities of the system. The
MCP joint’s minimum flexion and extension times are around
800 ms and 600 ms, respectively. Similarly, the thumb MCP
joint’s abduction and adduction lowest times remain near
150 ms. Additionally, each finger can hold up to a maximum
of 2.5 kg with a driven motor, as shown in Fig. 15, where it
was taken to its braking point; and 5 kg, when the actuator
is inoperative. Besides, the resulting force exerted with the
power grasp has a magnitude of 50 N .
Moreover, the experimentation for the determination of the
threshold to restrain the strength of the finger, th, consisted
in displaying the current demanded by the motor, ia , as well
as the gearhead’s angular position, θ, during the closing
and opening processes. This resulted in the graphs shown
in Fig. 16, where the peaks shown in the second image reflect
an alteration in the actuator’s behavior, i.e. when the motor
starts moving or is shut down. Here, one can notice that a less
than 10 ms latency exists between both graphs.
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Furthermore, the peaks overcoming the set threshold for
the current (marked in red in the second graph of Fig. 16),
indicate the moment the digit starts and finishes flexing,
respectively. At the latter point, the motor is shut down to save
energy, but the finger remains closed, because the passive
tendon’s force does not overcome the nominal torque at the
gearhead output. The aforementioned limit was selected so
that the actuators do not turn off when other peaks occur,
i.e. when turning the motor on for the uncoiling process.
This lead to setting this restraint to different values for each
finger, according to each of their mechanical properties and
the desired force the user wants to exert with them, fta . It is
relevant to note that the first peak is ignored when evaluating
this condition, since it means the motor is starting. However,
this is not a problem when the extension process begins, as the
elastic favors this movement, so less power is demanded.
On the other hand, it is also relevant to note the overall lack
of noise of the system in terms of the current, however an IIR
low pass filter could be implemented to mitigate its effects.
In addition to that, with the resulting behavior of the
gearhead’s angular position, it was possible to determine the
finger extension time, te , as utilized in the FSM in Fig. 11.
This was possible by measuring the relationship between the
flexion and extension times for the digits, which resulted in a
factor of around 1.5.
On the other hand, the results for the NASA TLX experiment are shown in Fig. 17, where each bar represents how
each individual subject rated the interfaces for each category in question. Their means are visualized in Fig. 18
along with their standard deviations. The figures reflect
a great discrepancy in most categories, except for the
performance.
The version consisting in the direct mapping of the actions
shows the best results in physical and temporal demand,
as well as the effort required to complete a task, while the
multimodal one resulted in the least frustrating interface and
the one requiring less mental demand. Both iterations excel
in diverse aspects, but a clear improvement between them is
not palpable with the previous graph. Therefore, an overall
performance statistic was elaborated (Fig. 19), which shows
an average of all six categories for all versions. They display
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FIGURE 16. The angular position’s behaviour for the opening and closing processes for the middle finger is shown on the uppermost graph, together
with the one for the current (and active tension force), on the lowermost one, together with their corresponding thresholds.

FIGURE 18. Mean and standard deviation of the results gathered from
the volunteers’ evaluation. Where (a) is the sEMG Pattern Recognition one
and (b) the one using the multimodal interface.

FIGURE 17. NASA TLX results for both UPIs evaluated. Results for each of
the ten volunteers are represented by same-colored bars on each
category.

similar user-friendly behaviors around the upper 70% with
respect to NASA TLX’s scale.
Since the means for both versions are very similar ((a) has
a mean of 6.08; and (b) one of 6.1), a Factorial Analysis
of Variance (ANOVA) test was run on the results to verify
if the discrepancy between both results is relevant. The F
statistic obtained was 3.84, when its critical value is 0.0005,
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FIGURE 19. Overall performance of both interfaces. (a) is the version
using the sEMG patter recognition interface and (b) is the multimodal one.

considering an alpha of 0.05. This affirms the main effect
hypothesis, showing an insignificant inequality between both
interaction processes, resulting in equally amiable interfaces.
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So, in conclusion, the interface that does not use the buttons
proved to be the less physically demanding version, which
may lie in the swift selection of actions allowed by the lack
of a menu to interact with, resulting, also, in requiring a lower
level of effort to operate. However, although insignificant,
a slight inferiority was palpable in comparison to the alternative. This can be the consequence of the need to memorize
the actions mapped to the Myo default poses, which does not
come naturally to the subjects, as they need to be focused
on the tasks at hand, which may explain the elevated mental
demand and frustration observed in the rating process.
In opposition, the lack of frustration for the multimodal
iteration may be result of the alternative to navigate along
the menu using the buttons, since the Myo classification
process has been known to misinterpret certain actions at
times. In addition to that, an aspect noted after performing
these trials was that a multimodal approach implementing a
system using an extended contractions subset did not result
in a relevant improvement. However, since both versions
showed similar results, it is convenient to provide the patient
with a larger gamut of actions to provide a more customized
and practical prosthetic device, although increasing the price
slightly, which still remains under the $350 mark, it still
proves to be a much more affordable alternative than typical
commercial products. It is relevant to note that this price
includes the PCB, 3D-printing materials, electronic components and a power source.
VII. CONCLUSION

An affordable and functional upper-limb prosthesis for transradial amputees was successfully tested and validated.
In addition to that, since its weight remains under the average human hand’s, its usability over long periods of time is
favored. Moreover, regarding the operational aspect of the
Galileo Hand, it is relevant to note the swift responsiveness of
the on-off sEMG controller, which can be observed in Fig. 16,
as it possesses a latency, which is barely, if at all, noticed
by the user. Also, its modular, intrinsic and versatile design
allows for its adaptation to the user’s needs, such as providing
alternate ways of gathering the user intent. Furthermore, since
the system is an under-tendon-driven machine, the mechanism is underactuated while still allowing for an efficient
gripper and maintaining a low cost, because it requires less
actuators than alternate systems. Its grip feasibility was validated through the tests performed by the volunteers when
interacting with arbitrary objects in a successful manner,
as shown in Fig. 14. Additionally, it was also proven that
the maximum force exerted by each finger is enough to
accomplish common ADLs.
Finally, based on the NASA TLX scale (as shown
in Fig. 19), the proposed UPI has been shown to be userfriendly and also allows to increase the amount of customized
hand postures that can be performed; an aspect commonly
lacking in many other prosthetic devices, even though it is
an important one, as it permits its operation by people with
diverse levels of amputation. Additionally, this UPI only
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needs the detection of two contractions, which were selected
so that they can be easily performed by users with transradial
amputations, by the sEMG system. However, these results
have to be juxtaposed to the ones gathered by tests run on
a relevant sample of physically impaired subjects.
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